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EMBOLDENED President Biden,
100 days in, is altering what it
means to be a Democrat. PAGE A16

BOGOTÁ, Colombia — In the
capital of Colombia, Bogotá, the
mayor is warning residents to
brace for “the worst two weeks of
our lives.”

Uruguay, once lauded as a mod-
el for keeping the coronavirus un-
der control, now has one of the
highest death rates in the world,
while the grim daily tallies of the
dead have hit records in Ar-
gentina, Brazil, Colombia and
Peru in recent days.

Even Venezuela, where the au-
thoritarian government is notori-
ous for hiding health statistics and
any suggestion of disarray, says
that coronavirus deaths are up 86
percent since January.

As vaccinations mount in some
of the world’s wealthiest countries
and people cautiously envision life

after the pandemic, the crisis in
Latin America — and in South
America in particular — is taking
an alarming turn for the worse,
potentially threatening the
progress made well beyond its
borders.

Last week, Latin America ac-
counted for 35 percent of all co-
ronavirus deaths in the world, de-
spite having just 8 percent of the
global population, according to
data compiled by The New York
Times.

Latin America was already one
of world’s hardest hit regions in

2020, with bodies sometimes
abandoned on sidewalks and new
burial grounds cut into thick for-
est. Yet even after a year of incal-
culable loss, it is still one of the
most troubling global hot spots,
with a recent surge in many coun-
tries that is even more deadly
than before.

The crisis stems in part from
predictable forces — limited vac-
cine supplies and slow rollouts,
weak health systems and fragile
economies that make stay-at-
home orders difficult to impose or
maintain.

But the region has another
thorny challenge as well, health
officials say: living side-by-side
with Brazil, a country of more
than 200 million whose president
has consistently dismissed the
threat of the virus and denounced
measures to control it, helping 

Covid Takes a Frightful Turn in South America
By JULIE TURKEWITZ

and MITRA TAJ

A coffin maker in Nova Iguaçu, Brazil, this month. A dangerous virus variant first found in Brazil is now stalking neighboring nations.
DADO GALDIERI FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Virus Damage Tearing
Through Economy
and Social Fabric

Continued on Page A6

MOSCOW — Associates of
Aleksei A. Navalny said they were
shutting down their nationwide
network of regional offices on
Thursday even as the imprisoned
Russian opposition leader vowed,
in an online court appearance, to
keep fighting the “emperor with
no clothes” in the Kremlin.

Disbanding Mr. Navalny’s 40

regional offices became inevitable
in recent weeks, an aide to Mr. Na-
valny said, amid the Kremlin’s lat-
est efforts to stifle political dis-
sent. Prosecutors are seeking to
have Mr. Navalny’s movement de-

clared an extremist organization.
A Moscow court this week or-
dered Mr. Navalny’s groups to halt
all public activity pending a final
ruling in the extremism case.

“Alas, we must be honest: It’s
impossible to work under these
conditions,” the aide to Mr. Na-
valny, Leonid Volkov, said in a
YouTube video, warning that con-
tinuing to operate would expose
supporters of the opposition 

Navalny Network Shuts Under Kremlin Pressure
By ANTON TROIANOVSKI Putin Steps Up Moves

to Suppress Dissent

Continued on Page A11

Mayor Bill de Blasio declared
on Thursday that New York City
would fully reopen on July 1, con-
juring up a tantalizing vision of a
summer in which the nation’s
largest city would throw open its
doors and return to its pre-pan-
demic vibrancy.

“This is going to be the summer
of New York City,” Mr. de Blasio
said at a news briefing. “We’re all
going to get to enjoy the city again,
and people are going to flock here
from all over the country to be a
part of this amazing moment.”

The mayor’s promise brought
hope that after more than a year of
restrictions, New Yorkers and
tourists could once again swarm
shops and galleries, baseball fans
could watch games at sports bars,
and sweaty revelers could dance
until the wee hours at nightclubs.

Yet restoring the city to its earli-
er state, before it was stifled by
the virus and scarred by profound
losses, will pose a significant chal-
lenge.

Many of the city’s large employ-
ers have set their sights on a fall
return, which will keep workers
away from Manhattan’s business
districts until then. The hospital-
ity industry does not expect tour-
ism, a key economic engine of the
city, to return to pre-pandemic lev-
els for years. Transit officials do
not believe ridership on the sub-
way, which is still closed for two
hours each night, will completely
rebound until 2024.

The city’s devastated cultural
sector has yet to bounce back. Mr.
de Blasio hailed the impact a re-
opening would have on the the-
ater industry, but full-scale pro-
ductions on Broadway — one of
the city’s crown jewels and a key
draw for tourists — will not return
until September at the earliest,
the Broadway League confirmed
in a statement.

Mr. de Blasio’s authority to lift
virus-related restrictions, which
were imposed by Gov. Andrew M.
Cuomo, is also limited. But should
the reopening proceed, its success
will still depend on the willingness
of wary residents and workers to
return to crowded spaces.

“Don’t get me wrong, I would
love to be fully open again,” said
Miguel de Leon, the wine director
at Pinch Chinese in SoHo. “But I
just want to make sure that these
lines that they are drawing don’t
feel so arbitrary.”

Even as the spring has brought
New Yorkers back out of their
homes, many shared Mr. de
Leon’s cautious view. They were 

Mayor’s Goal: Open
New York by July 1

By MICHAEL GOLD
and JULIA JACOBS

Continued on Page A8

Consumers shook off the pan-
demic blues as 2021 began,
putting stimulus checks to work
buying cars and other goods and
helping set the stage for what
could be the fastest economic
growth in decades.

The initial reading on the coun-
try’s first-quarter economic per-
formance, delivered Thursday by
the Commerce Department,
showed that much remained far
from normal. Even with a big
jump in personal income, there
was only a modest increase in
spending on services like travel,
dining and even health care.

But economists say that is al-
ready changing as more vaccina-
tions are delivered and coronavi-
rus-related business restrictions
are eased. With better weather,
savings accumulated during a
long year of lockdowns, and an
itch to make up for forced inactivi-
ty, Americans will have plenty of
reasons to go out and spend.

“Consumers are now back in
the driver’s seat when it comes to
economic activity, and that’s the

way we like it,” said Gregory
Daco, chief U.S. economist at Ox-
ford Economics. “A consumer that
is feeling confident about the out-
look will generally spend more
freely.”

Over all, the broadest measure
of the economy — gross domestic
product — grew by 1.6 percent in
the first three months of 2021,
compared with 1.1 percent in the
final quarter of last year. On an an-
nualized basis, the first-quarter
growth rate was 6.4 percent.

Total economic output should
return to prepandemic levels by
summer — in fact, Mr. Daco be-
lieves it has already done so. His
firm estimates that the economy
will expand by 3.1 percent in the
second quarter, or about 13 per-
cent on an annual basis. For the
year, it expects growth of 7.5 per-
cent, the best performance since
1951.

Economic Surge in U.S. 
Lifts Hopes for the Year
As People Aim to Spend

Relief Payments Fuel
Growth in Quarter

By NELSON D. SCHWARTZ
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Dawoud Bey’s photographs in a Whit-
ney Museum show expose rich histories
hidden beneath the surface. PAGE C1

WEEKEND ARTS C1-14

A Look Into America’s Past
The Senate voted 89 to 2 to spend $35
billion to shore up aging water systems,
a sign that bipartisanship on public
works projects is possible. PAGE A14

NATIONAL A13-19

Water Cleanup Measure Passes

Some long-haul truckers fight loneli-
ness with dogs, cats, birds and even
mini-pigs in the cab. Wheels. PAGE B4

BUSINESS B1-7

Fur, Feathers and Open Roads
The long-ignored slaying of a transgen-
der woman in Honduras has drawn the
notice of a human rights court. PAGE A10

INTERNATIONAL A10-12

‘They Call It Social Cleansing’

The Martha Graham Dance Company
celebrates its 95th anniversary with
films pairing dances with art. PAGE C1

GrahamFest95 Goes Virtual

The top five giants raked it in not in spite
of, but because of, the Covid crisis, rais-
ing hard questions. Analysis. PAGE B1

Big Tech Wins the Pandemic
A horse owned by Dubai’s ruler is fa-
vored at the Kentucky Derby. Why
rights groups want him barred. PAGE B9

A Sheikh and a Scandal

The Jets tried again at quarterback,
drafting Zach Wilson. The Jaguars, at
No. 1, chose Trevor Lawrence. PAGE B8

SPORTSFRIDAY B8-11

Quarterbacks Lead N.F.L. Draft

This year only eight Black students
were offered slots at Stuyvesant, one of
New York’s top high schools, and num-
bers were tiny at others, too. PAGE A18

Racial Gap at Elite Schools

President Mahmoud Abbas said the
May elections wouldn’t occur, prolong-
ing a West Bank-Gaza split. PAGE A11

Palestinian Vote Delayed
Farhad Manjoo PAGE A23

OPINION A22-23

WASHINGTON — President
Biden laid out his ambitious
vision for a post-pandemic Amer-
ica on Wednesday night. Now it
is up to Senator Chuck Schumer
to make it a reality.

Mr. Schumer, a New York
Democrat and the majority
leader, insists that he is willing to
negotiate with Republicans on
the president’s second monu-
mental piece of legislation, seek-
ing a consensus that some of the
moderate Democrats, including
Senator Joe Manchin III of West
Virginia, are demanding.

But it is already clear that the
odds of such a compromise are
vanishingly slight, leaving Mr.
Schumer with an exceedingly
difficult path to delivering on Mr.
Biden’s promises.

With Republicans suffering
sticker shock from more than $4
trillion in new spending propos-
als outlined by Mr. Biden, and
offering their own infrastructure
package that is a tiny fraction of
the cost, the gulf between the
two parties could not be larger.
Yet a handful of Democrats who
could be crucial swing votes
believe it is misguided and politi-
cally dangerous to pass legisla-
tion this big without buy-in from
the other party.

Mr. Schumer said he was will-
ing to give efforts at biparti-
sanship some time, but with a
tight window to push through
any major legislation before the
political warfare of the midterm
elections drown out any chance
of making a law, his patience
extends only so far.

“Now look,” he said in an inter-
view this week in his Capitol
leadership suite, “there’s a num-
ber of people in our caucus who
believe strongly in biparti-
sanship and want us to try that.
And that’s fair. And we will. And
we’ve made a good start.”

He pointed to some modest
measures like a water projects
bill that passed on Thursday with
support from both parties. But on
crucial components of Mr. Bi-
den’s plan — like the tax in-

In Biden Plan,
Schumer Fills
A Pivotal Role

NEWS ANALYSIS
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Dozens were killed on Thursday at a Jewish religious celebration that drew thousands. Page A11.
Deadly Stampede in Israel Mark Rasch hopped on his bike

Tuesday in Bethesda, Md., ped-
aled off for an afternoon ride, and
realized he forgot his mask. As he
turned back for it, news came on
the radio over his earbuds: The
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention said masks were no
longer required outdoors for fully
vaccinated people unless they
were in a crowd.

Mr. Rasch, a lawyer, rode on, na-
ked from nose to chin for the first
time in a year. He reached nearby
Georgetown and found he was
nearly alone in that almost every-
one else there remained masked.

“I wondered if there was a store
I could go into without wearing a
mask to buy a mask?” he said. In-
stead, he went home, and told his

wife: “Nothing is changing, but
it’s happening quickly.”

It’s springtime of the pandemic.
After the trauma of the last year,
the quarantined are emerging into
sunlight, and beginning to navi-
gate travel, classrooms and
restaurants. And they are discov-
ering that when it comes to re-
turning to the old ways, many feel
out of sorts. Do they shake hands?
Hug? With or without a mask?

It’s a confusion exacerbated by
changing rules, state and federal,
that vary by congressional dis-
trict or even neighborhood, all
while the very real threat of infec-
tion remains, in some places more
than others.

Many states and cities are 

As Masks Begin to Come Off,
A Delicate Dance Takes Form

By MATT RICHTEL

Continued on Page A8

Emergent BioSolutions’ chief an-
nounced executive changes and said he
took “full responsibility” for vaccine
manufacturing problems. PAGE A7

TRACKING AN OUTBREAK A4-9

Fallout Over Ruined Doses

Gov. Ron DeSantis is expected to sign a
Republican-led bill that cuts drop boxes,
makes absentee ballots harder to get
and imposes other curbs. PAGE A18

Florida Passes Voting Limits

Today, variably cloudy, strong wind,
showers, high 68. Tonight, partly
cloudy, windy, cooler, low 43. Tomor-
row, mostly sunny, seasonable, high
65. Weather map is on Page B12.
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T
he siblings and their
mother gathered in a
circle around the
family table.

One by one, they
pulled items from the plastic bag
they’d picked up from the hospi-
tal lobby. Their mother went
first, selecting her husband’s
reading glasses, devotional
booklets and Bible, a reminder of
their nightly routine of reading
the word of God together.

The eldest daughter selected
a shirt her father had worn in the
hospital, as well as his cellphone,
and two other sisters picked 

CHRISTINE LIGORETTI of Aliso Viejo
mailed her hospitalized mother a package that
she never received. The box included a crucifix.

COLUMN ONE

A Bible, a cellphone, a
sweater — victims’ family
members cherish items
picked up at the hospital.

Precious
pieces left
by COVID 

[See Belongings, A6]

By Marisa Gerber
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BUSINESS INSIDE: Amazon was sued over a hoverboard explosion. Now it must pivot. A8

TRUCKEE, Calif. — For years,
Ben Jarso couldn’t mix work and
play. He worked at Facebook in
Silicon Valley and on weekends
drove almost four hours to Lake
Tahoe to hit the ski slopes. When
pandemic-related work restric-
tions freed him to work remotely,
he decided to merge his passions. 

Truckee, a town on the lake’s
north shore, was a perfect choice
with Wi-Fi-ready houses and easy
access to his favorite ski resort. He
started making offers on proper-
ties. Again and again he lost out.
Turns out too many other people
had the same idea.

He finally got a house, but it
took quick action. He contacted
the seller as soon as the four-bed-
room home popped up on his real
estate app, made the first offer
and agreed to no inspection re-
quirements. His new $900,000
home has a large pine deck and
two fireplaces, and boasts views of

Donner Lake.
“I think it was a steal,” said

Jarso, a 31-year-old product man-
ager. 

The Lake Tahoe property
boom is a vivid example of a trend
that emerged last spring when
white-collar workers got the man-
date to start working remotely.
Those with the money and new-
found freedom to work from any-
where have headed to the moun-
tain, beach and desert wonder-
lands where they used to only be
able to spend their weekends.

Housing markets are hot
nationwide, but few areas have
seen the surge in home prices and
residents as outdoor vacation
destinations.

“You can live your life on vaca-
tion,” said Rich La Rue, a real es-
tate broker in the Palm Springs
area. “All the things that you love
to do: hiking, biking, whatever it
is. A property comes on the mar-
ket here and it’s a feeding frenzy.”

Case in point: the average ask-

REAL ESTATE is booming in the Sierra town of Truckee, Calif. Many people who can now work virtu-
ally are leaving big cities and moving into areas where they used to only be able to spend weekends.

Photographs by Carolyn Cole Los Angeles Times

Remote work altering,
unsettling resort areas
Vacation spots become primary homes during pandemic

By Liam Dillon

BEN JARSO, an avid skier, moved
from the Bay Area to Truckee,
where he got a house for “a steal.”

[See Remote, A9]

The Los Angeles Police
Department has lifted a
week-old moratorium on the
use of certain hard-foam
projectiles at protests after a
federal judge revised her re-
cent court order restricting
the weapons’ use.

The LAPD confirmed
Thursday that it is putting
its 37-millimeter projectile
launchers back in the field
for use, albeit under several
remaining restrictions in
U.S. District Judge Consuelo
B. Marshall’s revised re-
straining order.

“The LAPD appreciates
the court’s thorough review
of all the facts and circum-
stances,” the department
said in a statement to The
Times. “We are committed
to exercise the needed re-
straint in the use of crowd
control tactics while also
maintaining the critical
need to protect the commu-
nity, as well as our police offi-
cers.”

Marshall’s revised order,
issued Wednesday, allows
the LAPD to fire 37-millime-
ter hard-foam projectiles at
the ground in front of pro-
testers after declaring a
gathering unlawful and issu-
ing a dispersal order. It re-
quires those weapons be
used only by trained officers,
and says they cannot be
used to target individuals
“unless absolutely neces-
sary to prevent imminent se-
rious bodily injury” to offi-
cers or others.

The initial order said
such weapons, which fire five
foam rounds at a time, “may
only be used on persons who
pose a threat of serious bod-
ily harm” to officers and oth-
ers.

LAPD
reverses
ban on
protest
weapons 

After judge’s revision
of recent court order,
department lifts freeze
on certain projectiles. 

By Kevin Rector

[See LAPD, A12]

GHOR HADITHA, Jordan — The first
time people here saw a sinkhole, they
thought a small asteroid had slammed into
the Dead Sea’s salt-encrusted shore.

Then others appeared.
One swallowed the edge of a state-

owned building. Another opened near a
house and forced the family to move. Wor-
ried farmers scanned their fields and aban-
doned their harvests. At one point, a chunk
of highway collapsed, disappearing several
stories deep and leaving a lone PVC pipe
that ran like a high wire over the crater.

Finally, the residents of Ghor Haditha
realized, the problem was literally beneath
their feet, a symptom of the Dead Sea’s
death and a disturbing measure of the
parched land Jordan has become. This
small kingdom has long ranked high on the
list of water-poor countries. But a mix of a
ballooning population, regional conflicts,
chronic industrial and agricultural mis-
management and now climate change may
soon bring it another distinction: the first
nation to possibly lose viable sources of
fresh water.

The sinkholes are a harbinger of a future

A KINGDOM’S CRISIS
Climate change exacerbates Jordan’s water woes

“WE CAN’T use tractors here,” says Hassan Kanazri, a farmer in Ghor Ha-
ditha, Jordan. The shrinking Dead Sea has left sinkholes, weakening the land. 

Marcus Yam Los Angeles Times

By Nabih Bulos

[See Jordan, A4]

Jewish festival
turns deadly
Dozens are reported
killed and scores injured
during a stampede at 
a religious gathering in
Israel. WORLD, A3

5 charged in Lady
Gaga dog stealing
Pop star’s pet walker
was shot and two of her
French bulldogs taken
in the brazen assault on
Feb. 24. CALIFORNIA, B1

Weather
Mostly sunny and hot.
L.A. Basin: 90/63. B10

WASHINGTON — Just a
year after a new coronavirus
blew a crater-size hole in the
U.S. economy, the recovery
gained momentum in the
first quarter as growth
surged at a strong 6.4% an-
nual rate, government data
released Thursday show.

Economists and govern-
ment policymakers believe
there’s more good news to
come. The rebound is likely
to grow even stronger in the
months ahead, restoring
millions of jobs and putting
the nation on track in 2021
for the fastest growth since
the 1980s.

What is expected to keep
the boom going are the com-
bined effects of massive fed-
eral spending proposed by
President Biden, greater
vaccination rates that will
encourage millions of people
to resume spending and bil-
lions of dollars in COVID-in-
spired savings and pent-up
demand.

There are some caveats
that accompany the rosy
forecasts, including product
shortages, bottlenecks and
higher prices, especially in
sectors such as construc-
tion, auto manufacturing
and other industries strug-
gling to meet demand for
materials such as lumber
and semiconductors. 

Both personal income
and the saving rate rose 

GDP
growth
surges
in first
quarter
The 6.4% annual rate
signals a ‘rip-roaring’
spring and summer for
recovering economy.

By Don Lee

[See GDP surge, A7]

PARCHED LANDS

In Georgia, Biden
marks Day 100 
At a drive-in rally in the
crucial state, he thanks
supporters for help, and
asks for more. NATION, A12

1st-dose appointments fall
L.A. County officials are alarmed
by a 50% drop in vaccine bookings

as demand cools. CALIFORNIA, B1
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By Jason Meisner 
and John Byrne 
Chicago Tribune

Chicago Ald. Patrick 
Daley Thompson, nephew 
and grandson of the city’s 
two legendary mayors, was 
charged Thursday as part 
of a federal investigation 
into the collapse of a clout-
heavy bank in his fami-
ly’s longtime Bridgeport 
neighborhood, records 
show.

Thompson, who has 
served as 11th Ward alder-
man since 2015, was 
charged in a seven-count 
indictment with filing 
false tax returns and lying 
to Federal Deposit Insur-
ance Corp. o�cials about 
$219,000 in loans and other 
payments he’d received 
from Washington Federal 
Bank for Savings before it 
was shuttered in 2017.

Washington Federal 
collapsed in 2017, leading 
to federal charges against a 
number of the bank’s exec-
utives and former custom-
ers alleging a multiyear, 
$31 million embezzlement 
scheme that preceded the 
institution’s failure.

An arraignment date for 
Thompson has not been 
set.

In a statement released 
by his lawyer Thursday 
afternoon, Thompson said 
his “conscience was clear” 

Nephew 
of Daley 
facing 
charges
Case of collapsed 
bank ensnares 11th 
Ward alderman

Cars on Lake Shore Drive pass through Grant Park last April. ARMANDO L. SANCHEZ/CHICAGO TRIBUNE

By John Byrne 
Chicago Tribune

There were accusa-
tions of racism, concerns 
over address changes and 
an alternate plan pushed 
by Mayor Lori Lightfoot. 
But after the noise quieted 

Thursday, Chicago moved a 
step closer to renaming the 
iconic Lake Shore Drive to 
honor the Black man cred-
ited with founding the city 
nearly 250 years ago.

Now all it will take is a 
final signoff next month 
from the City Council to 

rechristen Lake Shore 
Drive from Hollywood 
Avenue to 67th Street 
for Jean Baptiste Point 
DuSable, an explorer of 
Haitian descent.

The debate didn’t go 
down easy, though.

Things got tense during 

the  Transportat ion 
Committee hearing when 
the Lightfoot adminis-
tration brought forward 
an alternate ordinance 
to rename the drive with 
different wording than 
what 17th Ward Ald. David 
Moore had proposed.

A city lawyer said it was 
simply cleaning up some 
phrasing to ensure the 
outer drive was completely 

redubbed for DuSable 
without a�ecting the inner 
drive, where there are 
thousands of addresses that 
would need to be changed.

But Moore said it seemed 
like an eleventh-hour move 
to backdoor him, calling 
the city’s proposal “racist 
(expletive).”

When some aldermen 

Drive for Lake Shore 
After much rancor, renaming iconic Chicago 
roadway for DuSable now steps away from reality

By Carla K. Johnson  
and Michelle R. Smith 
Associated Press

Free beer, pot and dough-
nuts. Savings bonds. A 
chance to win an all-ter-
rain vehicle. Places around 
the U.S. are o�ering incen-
tives to try to energize the 
nation’s slowing vaccination 
drive and get Americans to 
roll up their sleeves. 

These relatively small 
corporate promotion e�orts 
have been accompanied by 
more serious and far-reach-
ing attempts by officials 

in cities such as Chicago, 
which is sending specially 
equipped buses into 
neighborhoods to deliver 
vaccines. Detroit is offer-
ing $50 to people who give 
others a ride to vaccination 
sites, and starting Monday 
will send workers to knock 
on every door in the city to 
help residents sign up for 
shots.

Public health officials 
say the e�orts are crucial to 
reach people who haven’t 
been immunized yet, 

THE PERKS OF THE SHOT

Cities, companies o�er incentives 
to boost COVID-19 vaccinations

Tom Skilling’s forecast High  57 Low  41 Chicago Weather Center:
Forecast on back page on A+E
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By Gregory Pratt 
and  Alice Yin 
Chicago Tribune

Chicago sports fans are 
set to return to the United 
Center next month for the 
first time since the coro-
navirus pandemic started, 
o�cials announced Thurs-
day, among other loosened 
restrictions touted as the 
latest step toward a normal 
summer with more bustle 
and less isolation.

The city also is relaxing its 
pandemic rules on indoor 
gatherings, such as the 
number of people allowed 
inside bars, restaurants and 
churches, Mayor Lori Light-
foot announced Thursday. 
Outdoor events including 
farmers markets, festivals 

and outdoor shows also 
will be increasing capacity, 
Lightfoot said.

“I believe that the summer 
of 2021 will look more like 
’19 than ’20,” Lightfoot 
said, echoing a common 
catchphrase of hers while 
keeping mum on hotly 
anticipated annual bashes 
such as Lollapalooza. “With 
our announcement today, 
I think we’re signaling we 
feel very optimistic about 
what the summer is going 
to look like, including some 
big events, and that’s as far as 
I’ll go today.”

The United Center, home 
of the Chicago Bulls and 
Blackhawks, and other 
large indoor venues will be 

CORONAVIRUS OUTBREAK

City to allow more people indoors 
Lightfoot eases restrictions, ready to reopen United Center and expand outdoor festivals

CHICAGO SPORTS    NFL DRAFT

MOVING UP
Bears give up 4 picks to grab Ohio State’s 
star quarterback Justin Fields at No. 11

A man in a cannabis-themed costume hands out free pot 
during a “joints for jabs” event in New York.  
MARK LENNIHAN/ AP

Report: Negligence at VA home
Watchdog shows large-scale mismanagement from 
the top during an outbreak at the LaSalle Veterans 
Home that led to 36 deaths.  Chicagoland, Page 3Turn to Perks, Page 7

Turn to Probe, Page 6Turn to Lake Shore, Page 7

“The planned site for the park by the Spire skyscraper site downtown is not a location that really helps 
bring this city together, either. But children do travel on that road, and this name would help them see the 
possibilities. I’m trying to bring this city together, and that road does that.”   — 17th Ward Ald. David Moore

Turn to Chicago, Page 7
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